The Cheapest Alternative to Pet Insurance

Share veterinary care expenses with a community of caring cat owners like you.

How many pets are you caring for?

- Share costs with the community and save money on total cost of care.
- Know exactly where your pledge goes — to who and for what it is being used for.
- Use our database to research and compare providers, services, and medications before you visit a vet.
- Connect with your fellow pet owners — share stories and advice about pet care, looking, and everything in between.

The Community Based Care Plan for Your Pet

- Share costs with the community and save money on total cost of care.
- Know exactly where your pledge goes — to who and for what it is being used for.
- Use our database to research and compare providers, services, and medications before you visit a vet.
- Connect with your fellow pet owners — share stories and advice about pet care, looking, and everything in between.

Subscribe

It’s 100% free to sign up! All you pay is a small weekly fee when your group starts sharing the love. Compare that with monthly insurance premiums, often 4-5 times as much.

Pledge

Our members maintain a pledge amount of $10 a month to our community. Eusho evaluates reimbursement requests and donors’ credited amounts only when needed.

Receive

When our pets need care, ushers are here to help. Simply submit a reimbursement request and our community takes it.

Pet Lovers Love Eusho

I got help out folks in my group and my cost never goes over the designated amount. It’s a win-win.

Tranzy Chibbs, MD

I can pay hundreds of dollars for insurance I hope I never have to pay out, Eusho and where that money is going.

Mishael Almeida

Frequently Asked Questions

What is eusho?

Eusho is a crowd-sharing platform for costs only if and after your family needs. Think of it as crowd funding on steroids. Eusho has considered all the necessary steps to make crowd-sharing practical as a solution and provide a seamless interface to its users. We’re saying to one another, "Hey, if we share these costs, the right way for all of us to pay, and we’ll get each other’s back!"

In eusho insurance?

No. We are not insurance and we don’t pretend to be. Insurance companies collect premiums in advance for risk. Insurance companies manage risk. We don’t manage risk. We share known expenses.

What does that mean?

Believe it or not, insurance companies are fully funded by their members’ monthly premiums. These premiums cover not only other members’ costs, but also contribute to the load in the system. Eusho, on the other hand, raised funds, took a step back and said, “What really matters and how to lower this burden?” — and raised was born. The way we do things is very different, but the overall effect is a much saving in costs.

How are costs shared?

As a member, you form or join a group, which is your eusho community. In your group, you can chat with one another, give suggestions for treatments and providers to be listed. You can ward one another good thoughts when ill. Daily or weekly costs are shared within your group. Should the costs get more expensive, the system brings more members in as needed to help share at a reasonable cost to you.

Let’s Outsmart Pet Insurance

Eusho helps loving pet owners build community to share the cost of care. Sign up today!